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The Spohr Collection 

 
For the most prestiguous collection of historical flutes you have to go to Frankfurt am Main, 
in Germany. Peter Spohr, a former factory director,  is the proud owner of that collection 
which consists of traversos by famous makers as Denner, Grenser (August and Heinrich), 
Stanesby Junior, Palanca and many others. Professional players and makers from all over 
world have visited Frankfurt to see and play the instruments, which are kept by Peter Spohr 
in optimal condition. He has also the equipment (made by himself; he has a profound 
technical background) to examine the instruments (measuring bore profiles, see next page, 
making endoscope photos and so on). Recently, the first of a series of CD’s is published. 

 

 

Ashley Solomon plays the instruments, nine in total. See the picture (above) of the back of 
the CD for the other musicians, the playing session was in Bunnik in The Netherlands.  
Two of the traversos (by Jacob Denner and Paulhahn) are alto flutes (flûtes d’amour), they 
have a marvellous sound. Very special is also one of the earliest surviving 3-piece French 
flutes, made by Chattillion in c.1680. The music is well chosen, several pieces were new to 
me. More information is in the booklet to the CD, that can be downloaded from the website 
https://www.channelclassics.com/catalogue/43020-Ashley-Solomon-The-Spohr-Collection/.

https://www.channelclassics.com/catalogue/43020-Ashley-Solomon-The-Spohr-Collection/


 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

As for the photos: I visited Peter Spohr in February, just before the outbreak of the corona 
virus and showed him my original traverso by Heinrich Grenser. Spohr used this instrument 
for a demonstration of his bore measuring equipment. The result is directly printed on a 
graph, see above. The measuring was done in two directions (the second one with the 
traverso turned over 90 degrees), so that the positions of the mouth hole and finger holes 
and most of the key holes are visible. 

 

 
 

 
Two instruments from the Spohr collection: the 3-piece Chattillion and the traverso by 
Bernrad Hemsing (who worked in Leiden, Holland), with three corps de rechange. 

 

Back to Peter Spohr and his collection: we had a discussion of the future of the instru- 
ments. Together, they form a highly important source of information about the history of 
the flute. But what is the best way to distribute that information to the public? It is marvel- 
lous that Peter Spohr allows serious people to see the traversos, but how long can he carry 
on doing this? 
   I don’t know specialized museums who can offer the same quality service to players and 
instrument makers. It is a problem for all owners of historical woodwind instruments. I 
regularly get questions from people about what they should do with an old recorder or 
traverso (original baroque oboes are extremely rare), and honestly, often enough I don’t know 
which advice I should give. 

 
Back to the CD: it is published by Channel Classics, No. CCS 43020.  
The CD is a ‘must have’ for every traverso player. Let us hope that many more will follow, 
and that Peter Spohr will carry on with his work for many years.  
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